Photo Scavenger Hunt

How many photos can you take during the 48-hour photo shoot? Grab your friends and participate in our Chase The Light Photo Scavenger Hunt! The rules are:

- Photograph as many places / items on the list below that you can and share them to Instagram
- Posts must include the name of the item you have photographed plus the hashtag #ctlscavengerhunt2022 to be considered
- The five participants to photograph the most items will receive a PCNW goodie bag:
  - A copy of the PCNW zine, A Brave New Normal
  - Chase The Light t-shirt (sizes will vary)
  - A film grab bag
- PCNW will contact the five winners by June 20th
- REMEMBER: these are NOT the items that you have to photograph for Chase The Light, but a fun experience to have with your friends and family this weekend!
ITEMS

- License plate from another state or country other than where you are photographing from
- Non traditional mailbox with vivid colors or an interesting shape that sets it apart
- Create a still-life image with fruit or other household objects
- City park or iconic sculpture in your location
- Light: this can be from a natural or artificial source, creating interesting shadows or effects
- Colors: look for combinations of warm and cool, setting a mood or sparking a creative palette
- Identify a repeating or decorative design/pattern that catches the eye
- Go out on a drive or hike to find a wild critter to photograph
- Reflection in water: look for the calm, still water of a pond, lake, or even a bird bath
- A sunrise or sunset
- Big tree giving lots of shade: look for a shot showing contrast between the tree's shadow and the illuminated ground that surrounds it
- Your own shadow cast on the ground or wall
- If you have company, take a moment to document the people you’re spending this time with — and have fun with the pose!
- Someone or something in motion such as a car, skateboarder or train
- Local outdoor art such as sidewalk chalk, graffiti, or a full-blown mural

BONUS: can you find a “One-Hour Photo” sign anywhere?